Generalized complex geometry [12] and, more generally, Dirac geometry [6], [7] , unify several familiar geometric structures into one uniform viewpoint. We introduce two new notions of morphisms between manifolds equipped with Dirac structures, giving two different Dirac categories. The first generalizes holomorphic and Poisson maps, while the second dual notion generalizes both symplectic and holomorphic maps. As an application, we consider Dirac groups (i.e. Lie groups with Dirac structure such that group multiplication is a Dirac map). We explain the conditions under which a group with Dirac structure is a Dirac group. More precisely, we explain the data and conditions for a Dirac group. Dirac groups turn out to be a generalization of Poisson groups.
Introduction
Complex Dirac structures on manifolds generalize several basic concepts of differential geometry: Poisson, presymplectic, and complex structures as well as integrable distributions. Dirac structures are originally due to Courant and Weinstein [7] , [6] . Formally, this is a generalization of integrable distributions where the tangent bundle T M is replaced by V M = T M ⊕ T * M and the Lie algebroid structure on T M is replaced by the Courant algebroid structure which is a bracket operation [−, −] on V M . Hitchin's notion of a generalized complex structure [12] is a specific type of Dirac structure on which we will focus much of our attention here. Generalized complex geometry contains both complex and symplectic geometry and has found a number of applications in mathematics and physics [13] , [12] , [10] .
Although Dirac geometry is a common viewpoint from which to consider these more traditional structures, there has not yet been a definition of morphisms between manfiolds with Dirac structure which has been widely used or accepted. Several possible approaches have been put forth and are described in section 4.4. In this paper we define two categories of Dirac manifolds (i.e. manifolds with complex Dirac structures). The first notion of maps we call Dirac maps, and the corresponding category is seen to contain the categories of Poisson and complex manifolds as full subcategories. We call this category simply the Dirac category. Actually, the Dirac category seems to be exactly a unification or common setting for Poisson and complex manifolds. With Poisson and complex maps at two opposite ends of the spectrum, the general case is an interpolation between or mixture of the two.
Our only application of Dirac maps at present is the study of groups in the category of Dirac manifolds. These Dirac groups are a combination of Poisson groups and complex groups, though it is useful to think of them as a generalization of Poisson groups. A particularly interesting class of Dirac groups are generalized complex groups. These turn out to be equivalent to holomorphic Poisson groups, so they provide a (nonholomorphic) point of view on quantization of holomorphic Poisson groups.
The second notion, dual-Dirac maps, defines a dual-Dirac category which contains presymplectic and complex manifolds as full subcategories. Generalized complex structures can be viewed as an interpolation between symplectic and complex structures, especially in the hyperkähler setting [10] . The dual-dirac maps allow for a uniform point of view on symplectic and complex maps so that in any setting involving a variation between the two extremes, it makes sense to talk about maps in a consistent way. The notion of dual-Dirac maps has an additional property that it is stable under B-transforms.
Dirac maps and dual-Dirac maps provide two new structures of a category on Hitchin's generalized complex manifolds, i.e. two reasonable notions of generalized complex maps. We establish conditions for which multiplication in a Lie group is a dual-Dirac map and partially classify group objects in the dual-Dirac category.
Finally, we generalize further by also considering categories of Dirac manifolds for which Dirac structures lie in arbitrary exact Courant algebroids (i.e. Courant algebroids E on M which are extensions 0−→T * M −→E−→T M −→0 of the tangent Lie algebroid by the cotangent bundle). This generality is crucial for expected applications to Representation Theory of affine Lie algebras. We mostly consider the dual-Dirac category, which extends readily and naturally to the case of arbitrary exact Courant algebroids because of stability under B-transforms. We also find an extension of the Dirac category to exact Courant algebroids. However, this extension is less natural since it requires keeping track of additional data. The problem of a natural theory of Dirac maps for exact Courant algebroids seems to have real content. It may be related to the notion of vertex algebroids, which are a quantization of the notion of Courant algebroids.
Recollections on Dirac and Generalized Complex Geometry
This section is a brief expostion on the essential ideas in generalized complex geometry. Here we introduce the basic definitions and notational conventions used in this paper. For a systematic development of generalized complex structures as well as some of their applications, we refer the reader to [10] .
For a manifold M , generalized geometry is concerned with the bundle V M := T M ⊕ T * M . There is a natural bilinear form on V M , given by the obvious pairing X + ξ, Y + η = X(η) + Y (ξ) for sections X, Y of T M and ξ, η of T * M . Furthermore, V M is equipped with the Courant bracket defined by
where ι denotes contraction in the first variable (ι x φ = φ(x, −, ...)). The Courant bracket [ , ] and the bilinear form , extend C-bilinearly to (
Definition 1. A generalized almost complex structure on M is a map J : V M −→V M such that J is orthogonal with respect to the inner product , and J 2 = −1. Just as with complex structures, one may consider the i-eigenbundle, D, of J in (V M ) C . The Courant bracket defines an integrability condition ([D, D] ⊂ D) for J to be called a generalized complex structure. This follows the analogy with almost complex stuctures; an almost complex structure is a complex structure precisely when its i-eigenbundle is integrable with respect to the Lie bracket.
The two canonical examples of generalized complex structures come from complex and symplectic structures. Since V M = T M ⊕T * M , we can express any map V M −→V M as a block matrix in terms of this decomposition, and we will follow this convention throughout the text. If J is a complex structure,
is a generalized complex structure. The i-eigenbundle of J is E ⊕ Ann(E), where E is the i-eigenbundle of J, and Ann(E) is the annihilator of E in T * M .
For a symplectic structure ω, we get a generalized complex structure
where ω ♯ (x) := ω(x, −). The i-eigenbundle is the graph of iω ♯ in (V M ) C . The fact that the symplectic form ω is closed implies that this generalized almost complex structure is integrable, hence a generalized complex structure.
The i-eigenbundle D of a generalized complex structure J turns out to be an integrable maximal isotropic subbundle of (V M ) C , also known as a complex Dirac structure. Thus, the study of generalized geometry now lies in the framework of Dirac structures. With this in mind, we recall the following working definitions for our paper.
Definition 2. For any manifold, M , 1. A real almost Dirac structure on M is a maximal isotropic subbundle D of V M . A real almost Dirac structure is called a real Dirac structure if it is integrable with respect to the Courant bracket. Similarly, a complex almost Dirac structure is a maximal isotropic subbundle D ⊂ (V M ) C , and a complex Dirac structure is an integrable complex almost Dirac structure.
2. A complex Dirac structure D is said to be of constant rank if the projection map pr : D−→T M is of constant rank.
A generalized (almost) complex structure J is equivalent to is a complex (almost) Dirac structure D such that D ∩ D = 0. Note that the integrability is a closed condition and that being generalized complex is an open condition. Henceforth we will think of generalized complex structures as complex Dirac structures.
Since the complexification of any Dirac structure is a complex Dirac structure, both generalized complex structures and Dirac structures are complex Dirac structures. Thus, the set of complex Dirac structures contains real Dirac structures and generalized complex structures. Henceforth (almost) Dirac structure will always mean complex (almost) Dirac structure, and we will specify whether it is also real Dirac (i.e. if D = D) if there is any ambiguity.
is a Dirac structure if and only if π is a Poisson bi-vector [10] , [19] . Now presymplectic structures, complex structures, and Poisson structures can all be considered Dirac structures.
We recall the notions of pullback and pushforward of linear Dirac structures [10] . For a map F : V −→W of vector spaces and a subspace D ⊂ V ⊕ V * , define
and for a subspace D ⊂ W ⊕ W * , define
. It is not necessarily itself a Dirac structure.
Twisted Courant Bracket and Automorphisms
In addition to the standard Courant bracket on V M ,Ševera and Weinstein noticed a twisted Courant bracket . This is what we call a B-transform, i.e. an automorphism of V M,H of the form e B for a closed 2-form B. In fact, the automorphism group of V M,H is the semidirect product of the group of diffeomorphisms M −→M and closed 2-forms Z 2 (M ) [10] . B-transforms are thought of as the symmetries of the Courant bracket.
An H-twisted Dirac structure D ⊂ V M,H is simply a maximal isotropic subundle which is integrable with respect to the H-twisted Courant bracket. We discuss examples of these in §5.2.1 , some of which are generalizations of H-twisted Poisson structures [18] .
Linear Dirac Maps
Definition 3. A linear Dirac structure is a maximal isotropic subspace D of V ⊕ V * for some vector space V .
In order to define morphisms between manifolds with Dirac structures, we first develop this notion for linear maps between vector spaces equipped with linear Dirac structures.
For a vector space V, we will denote by p V : V ⊕ V * −→ V and p V * : V ⊕ V * −→ V * the natural projection maps. There are natural notions of pullbacks and pushforwards of Dirac structures, first introduced by Weinstein. For a linear map f : V −→W the pullback of a linear Dirac structure
, and the pushforward of a linear Dirac structure 
Such a map will also be written as
Notice that a linear Dirac structure on V 1 is also a linear Dirac structure on V 1 * , however Dirac maps are not invariant under duality. We will say that f is a linear dual-Dirac map if f
, condition (M2) of Definition 4 is equivalent to either of the two following conditions:
is simply a rewriting of (M2) in terms of elements. Now, (M2 ′′ ) is equivalent to the following statements:
(
So to show that (M2) and (M2 ′′ ) are equivalent, it suffices to show that (f
Recall that for any linear Dirac structure L V there is a unique data of a subspace E ⊂ V and
We denote the inclusion maps by j E : E ֒→ V and i U :
The next two propositions 3.2 and 3.3 state conditions (M1) and (M2) of Definition 4 in terms of presentations of linear Dirac structures as L(π, U ) or L(E, ε).
(D1) and (D2) can be expressed by the requirement that the following diagram commutes.
Proof. Conditions (D1) and (D2) of this proposition correspond to the conditions (M1) and (M2) of Definition 4.
But this is true for arbitrary ξ ∈ U 2 , which means φ
) is a linear Dirac map if and only if: (1) and (M1) are apparently equivalent. Condition (2) is a direct restatement of (M2 ′ ) in terms of E and ε.
Proposition 3.4. Pairs (V, L) of vector spaces with linear Dirac structures form a category in two ways by taking morphisms to be either the linear Dirac maps (this category will be denoted LD) or the linear dual-Dirac maps (category
gives an equivalence of LD opp with LD * Proof. We must show that the composition of two linear Dirac maps (
Here we use the criteria of Proposition 3.2.
Because f 1 and f 2 satisfy (D1) so does the composition:
Again, because f 1 and f 2 also satisfy (D2), i.e., φ *
Finally, associativity and the existence of identity morphisms is obvious since linear Dirac maps are functions.
Dirac and Dual-Dirac Maps
Now linear Dirac and linear dual-Dirac maps are used to define maps between manifolds with Dirac structures.
Dirac Maps
Definition 5. Let f : M −→N be a C ∞ map of manifolds, and let L M be an (almost) Dirac structure on M and L N an (almost) Dirac structure on N. The map f is said to be Dirac or a Dirac map if at each
If L M and L N are both generalized complex structures, we also say that f is a generalized complex map. A Dirac map f between manifolds with Dirac structures will also be denoted by f : (M,
Proposition 4.1. We can define a category D of Dirac manifolds by taking its objects to be all pairs (M, L), where M is a C ∞ manifold and L is a Dirac structure; the morphisms of D are the Dirac maps.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.4.
• df p is composition of linear Dirac maps, so it is itself a linear Dirac map. Proposition 4.2. Category D contains complex manifolds and Poisson manifolds as full subcategories. The category D also contains the category of manifolds as a full subcategory. For two symplectic manifolds (M, ω M ) and (N, ω N ) a map f : M → N which is a local isomorphism (i.e., df p is an isomorphism for all p ∈ M ) is a symplectomorphism if and only if f is Dirac.
Since the property of being holomorphic, Poisson, or Dirac map is determined pointwise, we fix a point p ∈ M 1 and q = f (p) ∈ M 2 . We use the notation of Proposition 3.2.
If L 1 and L 2 are complex strucutres, we need to check that f is holomorphic if and only if f is Dirac. Let E 1 and E 2 be the holomorphic tangent bundle for complex structures so that
condition (M2) is trivially true. The map f is holomorphic if and only if
. It is clear now that f is Dirac exactly when f is holomorphic.
We check that if L 1 and L 2 are Poisson structures, then f is a Poisson map if and only if f is Dirac. Now let for i = 1, 2. The claim follows from the observation that, since df is everywhere an isomorphism, f is symplectic precisely if it is Poisson, i.e., if it is Dirac.
Remark 4.3. We note that for a Dirac map
f : (M, L M )−→(N, L N ), even if it is an immersion or a submersion, it is not true that either of the Dirac structures L M or L N determines the other. For example, if L N = T N and L M = (0, U 1 ) for any subbundle U 1 of T M , then any f is a Dirac map. Similarly, any map f is Dirac if L M = T * M and L N = L(0, U 2 ) for any subbundle U 2 of T * N .
Dual-Dirac Maps
The dual statement of Proposition 3.2 is as follows.
any linear map, then f is a linear dual-Dirac map if and only if
These two conditions are equivalent to the existence and commutivity of the diagram
Proposition 4.5. Dirac manifolds with dual-Dirac maps form a category D * of dual-Dirac manifolds. 
is a (dual)Dirac map. If both Dirac structures are generalized complex structures this gives two notions of generalized complex submanifolds. Gualtieri [10] offers a very different definition of generalized complex submanifold which is related to the notion of branes. The terminology "Dirac submanifolds" follows the standard use of the notion of a subobject in a category (that the inclusion is a morphism in the category). Gualtieri's "generalized complex submanifolds" are submanifolds with extra structure which formalize mathematically certain subclasses of branes, objects from physics which are viewed as boundary conditions for Quantum Field Theories. These are objects of a different nature than the ambient manifold and are in particular not categorical subobjects. The inclusion maps of Ben-Bassat and Boyarchenko [2] can also be used to define a type of generalized complex submanifolds.
B-transforms
For a vector space V and B ∈ ∧ 2 V * , we extend the composition V B ♯ −→ V * ֒→ V ⊕ V * by 0 on V to give a mapB ♯ : V ⊕ V * −→V ⊕ V * and a map eB ♯ , which by abuse of notation, we denote by e B . This is the linear version of a B-transform, but we also refer to it as a B-transform. For a linear Dirac structure 
Proof. For dual-Dirac maps, it is enough to prove this statement pointwise for the derivative df of f , where one may represent
Remark 4.9. Crainic's notion [8] of generalized complex maps is also stable under B-transforms. However, Dirac maps are not stable under B-transforms, as the following example shows. Let ι :
) is not Dirac.
Comparison with Other Categories of Dirac Manifolds
In addition to the Dirac maps and dual-Dirac maps described in this paper, there are several other distinct concepts of Dirac maps presented in the existing literature, some of them only defined for a subclass of Dirac manifolds.
Crainic [8] defines a category of generalized complex manifolds which also contains complex manifolds as a full subcategory but which is only defined for generalized complex structures, not for Dirac structures in general. He defines "generalized holomorphic maps," which visibly form a category. The requirement to be a Crainic-Dirac map is very strong. For instance, if L M and L N are symplectic structures, then
is Crainic-Dirac if and only if it is both symplectic and Poisson. Recall from §3 that there are pushforwards and pullbacks of linear Dirac structures. Both pushforwards and pullbacks are useful operations in their own right, but they also define maps between manifolds with Dirac structures [5] .
However, when considered as maps of manifolds with Dirac structures, they do not generalize holomorphic maps. Pullbacks and pushforwards only generalize holmorphic maps when f is an immersion or submersion respectively. Alekseev, Bursztyn, and Meinrenken [1] have introduced a notion of Dirac maps, which consists of a pair (f, B) of a map of manifolds f : M −→N and a 2-form
where f ⋆ L is the pushforward of L. This fits naturally into the picture when one considers generalized complex structures from the point of view of pure spinors. It is also useful for dealing with Courant algebroids other than V M . Our notions (defined below) of maps of Courant algebroids and "Courant-Dirac maps" use the same data (f, B) of a map and a 2-form as in [1] .
Additionally, Ben-Bassat and Boyarchenko [2] define Dirac inclusions and quotients which combine to give a notion of Dirac maps distinct from ours. Most recently, Ornea and Pantilie have defined "generalized holomorphic maps" [17] , which they have used to study generalized Kähler structures and which are compatible with Poisson and complex maps as well as being stable under B-transforms.
Cateogries of Courant Algebroids and Dirac Manifolds
Here we extend the definitions of Dirac and dual-Dirac maps to include Dirac structures contained in arbitrary exact Courant algebroids. 
Exact Courant Algebroids
Ševera's classification (as described in [4] ) is that any exact Courant algebroid is isomorphic to some V M,H . Further, it is known that any isomorphism V M,H −→V M,K is a B-transformation e B , where H = K + dB [10] .
vector bundles) for each isomorphism. Along the top row, we end up with f ⋆ g ⋆ E 3 on M 1 , and the result on the second row will therefore be the same.
Next we observe that the inclusion Γ
There is now a commutative diagram
where ι and κ are isomorphism and l and m are inclusions. Again restricting for each inclusion and making identifications for each isomorphism, the bottom row will yield (g • f ) ⋆ E 3 on M 1 , whereas the previous diagram shows that the top row yields f ⋆ g ⋆ E 3 .
Categories of Courant-Dirac manifolds
First consider Dirac structures
. Since V Mi,Hi = V Mi as vector bundles, it still makes sense to say that a map f : M 1 −→M 2 is Dirac or dual-Dirac if it satisfies the conditions of Definitions 5 and 6 respectively. 
2 ) of spaces with Courant algebroids such that:
As an example, a Courant dual-Dirac map ( 
Dirac Groups
Here we will consider groups in the categories D and D * but will also briefly mention groups in T D and T D * .
Almost Dirac Groups
In this subsection we describe the data and conditions involved in requiring that a group with almost Dirac structure is a Dirac group (that is, group multiplication is a Dirac map). 
For a Lie group G and a bi-invariant subbundle
For the remainder of this section we will, when convenient, use left translation to identify T G and T * G with G × g and G × g * . This identifies Γ(G, T G) ≃ M ap(G, g), and with bi-invariant U as above, Γ(G,
Almost Dirac Groups
Lemma 6.1. Let (G, D) be a group with almost Dirac structure. Then (G, D) is an almost Dirac group if and only if there is a bi-invariant subbundle U of T * G C and multiplicative section β of ∧ 2 U * such that D = L(β, U ). In this case k = Ann(U e ) is a G-invariant ideal of g C . Almost Dirac groups are thus parameterized by pairs (k, β) of a G-invariant ideal k ⊂ g C and a multiplicative β :
. We prove this lemma for real Dirac structures, but the proof applies to arbitrary Dirac stuctures by complexifying V G .
First we show that (M1) is equivalent to the requirement that there exists a bi-invariant subbundle U for which D is of the form L(β, U ) for some β ∈ Γ(G,
g . This defines some U ⊂ T * G, and we must show that U is a subbundle. The Dirac structure
This is true for all g, h ∈ G. In particular, if h = e, (dL g ) * e U g ⊂ U e , and if g = e, (dR h ) * e U h ⊂ U e . Hence,
e U e and U g ⊂ (dR g ) − *
e U e for all g ∈ U g .
On the other hand, if h = g −1 , we get (dR g −1 ) * g U e ⊂ U g . This implies that dimU g ≥ dimU e . Therefore,
e U e . We conclude that U is a subbundle and in fact bi-invariant, which means that U e is G-invariant and k := Ann(U e ) is G-invariant. Therefore k is an ideal. Condition (M2) states that dµ(β g + β h ) = β gh , just as for Poisson groups. 
is multiplicative if and only if
The following is a generalization of the Poisson case from [16] , [19] of muliplicative bivectors in terms of cocycles. For an ideal k ⊂ g C , β :
Proof. Since G × k is an ideal in the sheaf of Lie algebras T G, it makes sense to take the Lie derivative L X β for any left or right-invariant vector field X. The proof of (1) is now identical to the one in [19] .
is an almost Dirac group, then inversion ι : G−→G (g → g −1 ) and the identity map {e} ֒→ G are Dirac maps, so (G, D) is a group object in the category of almost Dirac manifolds.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, D = L(β, U ), and β e = 0. Now (D1) and (D2) are trivially satisfied for {e} ֒→ G, so the identity map is Dirac. The derivative of inversion at g ∈ G is given by dι g = −Ad(g). Since U is bi-invariant, by Lemma 6.1, (D1) is satisfied. Since β is multiplicative,
which is exactly what is needed for (D2) to be satisfied for ι. Proof. First we observe that a map (f, 0) :
is an ABM-Dirac map if and only if
The condition for µ to be a map in ABM − D is: for all g, h ∈ G,
In particular this implies that
Then of course Ann(U h ) ⊂ Ann(U gh ) and U gh ⊂ U h for all g, h ∈ G. Letting h = e gives U g ⊂ U e , and letting
for all h ∈ G, whence U e and k = Ann(U e ) are G-invariant. Now the condition for µ being a morphism in ABM − D is that (
, which is the same as saying that β is multiplicative. Therefore, (G, D) is a Dirac group. Conversely, let (G, D = L(β, U )) be a Dirac group. Since U is bi-invariant, (M 1) and (M 2 ′ ) easily imply that µ is a morphism in ABM − D.
Real Dirac Groups
Here we consider Dirac groups (G, D) for which D is a real Dirac structure. We prove Proposition 6.6 which relates real Dirac group structures on G to Poisson group structures on quotients of G. 
To see that (G/K, β) is a Poisson group, we must must show that β is multiplicative. Let µ : G × G−→G and µ : G/K × G/K−→G/K denote group multiplication in G and G/K respectively. We know that µ • π × π = π • µ. Recall that γ is multiplicative, meaning dµ(γ g1 + γ g2 ) = γ g1g2 just as for Poisson groups. We also know that β = (dπ)γ because π : (G, D)−→(G/K, π ⋆ D) is obviously a Dirac map. Therefore
Therefore β is multiplicative and
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that for any Poisson group structure
It remains to show that γ is multiplicative. This follows in the same way as before.
Therefore γ is multiplicative. This proves the first two statements. Now suppose that G is semisimple. By the first part of this proposition, to prove our correspondence it suffices to show that every Ad-invariant k ⊂ g is the Lie algebra of some normal closed subgroup. Any Ad-invariant k ⊂ g is an ideal. Since g is semisimple, g = k ⊕ k ⊥ , where k ⊥ is determined by the Killing form on g. We know that k ⊥ is also an ideal and semisimple. The identity component of the centralizer Z G (k ⊥ ) is a closed subgroup with Lie algebra Z g (k ⊥ ) = k.
Generalized Complex Groups
Here we classify generalized complex groups. In parallel with the work of Gualtieri, we hope that the following result may be helpful in a geometric construction of quantization of holomorphic Poisson groups.
Proposition 6.7. A generalized complex group structure on a group G is equivalent to a holomorphic Poisson group structure on G.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, D = L(β, U ), where U is a bi-invariant subbundle of G × g C * . Then k = Ann(U e ) is an ideal in g C and G-invariant. Also by Lemma 6.1, D e = L(0, U e ), so D e ⊕ D e = g C ⊕ g * C implies that k ⊕ k = g C . Therefore k gives G the structure of a complex group. We henceforth identify T G ≃ G × g by left translation. Let J : V G −→V G be the map with i-eigenbundle D. Since k ⊂ D g for any g, J k = k, and since k ⊂ D g , J k ⊂ k because D g is the −i-eigenspace of J g . Therefore, since k ⊕ k = g C , J g ⊂ g and J is of the form
where J is the complex structure with i-eigenbundle G × k. Gualtieri shows that generalized complex structures of this form are equivalent to a complex structure J with holomorphic Poisson structure ρ ♯ = JQ + iQ [11] [9] . One may check that the graph of
from which one can compute that β ♯ is a multiple of Q + iJQ. This implies that β is multiplicative if and only if Q is multiplicative, whence the desired result follows.
Remark 6.8. We have noted that Crainic defines a category of generalized complex manifolds with morphisms which I will call here Crainic-GC maps. When f is a submersion, as is the case for the group multiplication map, f being Crainic-GC implies that f is Dirac, but the converse is not true in general. However, we do notice the following result. Proposition 6.9. A Crainic-GC group is the same as a generalized complex group.
Proof. Vaisman [20] shows that groups with generalized complex structure such that multiplication is a Crainic-GC map are equivalent to a complex Poisson groups such that the complex and Poisson structure form a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure. Laurent-Gengoux, Stiénon, and Xu [14] describe how a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure is equivalent to a holomorphic Poisson structure. Thus, Vaisman's result implies that a Crainic-GC group structure is equivalent to a holomorphic Poisson group structure. What Proposition 6.7 shows is that Crainic-GC groups are the same as generalized complex groups.
Integrability and Dirac Groups
Here we generalize several formulations of integrability for Poisson groups treated in [16] , [19] to the case of almost Dirac groups. We begin with an independent observation.
The almost Dirac structure D is integrable if and only if L(β, T * G C ) is integrable and d g β(k) = 0 for all g ∈ G (i.e. LX β = 0 for all X ∈ k, whereX is left-invariant andX e = X).
Proof. First suppose that D is integrable. We first show that k(β) = 0, i.e.
To check that D ′ is integrable, it is enough to check this on a frame, and in fact, it is enough to check
Now suppose that D ′ is integrable and k(β) = 0. The first paragraph of this proof shows that for constant
is a section of D. Now to show integrability of D, we simply must show that for constant sections k of G × k and
Because k is an ideal and k(β) = 0, one may easily check that
When g is semisimple, k has a unique complementary ideal k c , so D ′ in Proposition 6.10 is canonical.
Corollary 6.11. Let G be a semisimple Lie group. The Dirac group structures are parameterized by pairs (k, β) of a G-invariant ideal k of g C and a complex Poisson group structures β : G−→ ∧ 2 g C on G such that β takes values in ∧ 2 k c and d g β(k) = 0 for all g ∈ G.
Lemma 6.12. Given an ideal k ⊂ g C , there is a well defined Schouten bracket [β, β] ∈ G−→ ∧ 3 (g C /k) * ). In fact, the Schouten bracket [P, Q] makes sense for any P, Q : G−→ ∧ 2 g C /k), as long as d g P (k) = d g Q(k) = 0 for all g ∈ G.
Proof. Let P , Q be as above. By choosing a splitting σ of π : g C −→g C /k, there are sectionsP ,Q of G × ∧ 2 σ(g C /k * ) ⊂ G × ∧ 2 g C ), so we define the Schouten bracket [P, Q] = π[P ,Q]. One may verify that since k is an ideal, [P, Q] does not depend on the choice of spliting.
Let (G, D = L(β, U )) be an almost Dirac group. Let F ⊂ C ∞ (G) ⊗ C denote the subsheaf consisting of all functions on which vectors in G × k ⊂ T G C vanish. Then β defines a bracket operation {f, g} = β(df, dg) on F with values in C ∞ (G) C . By consideringβ as in Lemma 6.12, this bracket can also be extended to one on ∧ 2 C ∞ (G) ⊗ C. Proof. (1 ⇐⇒ 2) First we note that locally there exists a frame of G × U ⊂ G × g C consisting of sections of the form df for f ∈ F . Gualtieri shows [10] that integrability of D is equivalent to the Nijenhuis operator N ij(A, B, C) = , dg) ) is a section of D so that β(df, dg) ∈ F (G). The integrability condition is 0 = N ij(X + df, Y + dg, Z + dh) = {f, {g, h}} + {g, {h, f }} + {h, {f, g}}. On the other hand, if { , } satisfies the Jacobi identity, then N ij |D = 0, so D is integrable. Hence β(df, dg) ∈ F (G) for f, g ∈ F (G), which makes F a sheaf of Lie algebras.
(2 ⇐⇒ 3) It follows directly from [19] equation 1.16, originally appearing in [3] , that withβ defined as in Lemma 6.12, f, g, h ∈ F (G), [β, β](df, dg, dh) = [β,β](df, dg, dh) = {f, {g, h}} + {g, {h, f }} + {h, {f, g}}.
The classification [19] of Poisson group structures in terms of Lie bialgebras can be extended to Dirac group structures. Proposition 6.10 shows that d e β(k) = 0, so d e β : g C −→ ∧ 2 g C /k factors through g C /k and can be thought of as d e β : g C /k−→ ∧ 2 g C k.
Lemma 6.14. Let G be a Lie group, k a G-invariant ideal and β ∈ Γ(G, G × ∧ 2 g C /k) such that β(e) = 0. If the almost Dirac structure L(β, U = Ann(G × k)) is integrable, then d e β(k) = 0, and d e β * : ∧ 2 g C /k−→g C /k * defines a Lie bracket on g C /k * . If G is simply connected and β is multiplicative, then L(β, U = Ann(G × k)) is integrable if and only if d e β * is a Lie bracket.
Proof. We only need to make a few modifications to the proof presented in [19] . First, as in Proposition 6.10, d g β(k) = 0 is a necessary condition for integrability. As in [19] , the bracket [ , ] = d e β * :
is given by [α, β] = d(β(α,β)) e , whereα andβ are any sections of G × g C /k * withα(e) = α,β(e) = β. If D is integrable, then by Proposition 6.13, { , } is a Lie bracket on the sheaf F . Let F i e denote all germs of functions in the stalk F e which vanish up to order i at e. Then there is an isomorphism F 0 e /F 1 e− →U e ⊂ g C * sending [f ] → df e . Then {f, g} = β(df, dg) → d(β(df, dg)) e = [df e , dg e ], so d e β * satisfies the Jacobi identity. If, however, we assume that d e β * satisfies the Jacobi identity, then the proof in [19] follows as written and [β, β] = 0, which by Proposition 6.13 implies that D is integrable.
Theorem 6.15. If G is simply connected, a Dirac group structure on G is equivalent to an ideal k of g C and a Lie bialgebra structure on g C /k.
